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ABSTRACT

Is temporal dimension knowledge alone sufficient to char-
acterize contacts in opportunistic networks? Several stud-
ies analyze the temporal aspect of contacts with significant
results concerning the contact and inter-contact duration.
Nevertheless, only the temporal dimension does not give a
complete overview of contact characterization. We propose
the surround indicator as a metric to exhibit the contact
connectivity in opportunistic networks. We evaluate the
surround indicator on two existing datasets. Our prelim-
inary results reveal that contacts have too heterogeneous
surrounds to be considered only in terms of duration.
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1. CONTEXTANDPROBLEMDEFINITION
One challenging issue in opportunistic networks concerns

data transmission optimization. To increase the data deliv-
ery probability, it is fundamental to characterize the contact
capacity. Providing fine contact capacity characterization is
difficult because it depends on a number of parameters that
are related to the technology used, the signal propagation
laws of the environment, and the traffic demands between
source-destination pairs. It is important, however, to take
into account any available knowledge to characterize a con-
tact capacity.
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(a) Contact in a dense
zone.
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(b) Contact in a sparse
zone.

Figure 1: Two situations. The same duration.

A contact has two dimensions: temporal and spatial. The
temporal dimension concerns the contact and intercontact
distributions and has been the subject of several studies [1,
2, 4]. The spatial dimension is related to the contact’s sur-
rounding environment. This dimension can have a real im-
pact on the contact capacity and has been surprisingly un-
derexplored in the literature. Fig. 1 illustrates two com-
pletely different situations where contacts last for the same
duration. Contacts can be considered as having the same ca-
pacity when only considering the temporal dimension. Clearly,
although the contacts have the same duration, the one in
Fig. 1(a) is much more prone to interference as it happens in
a denser zone. We argue that additional information which
provides simple indication on the contact surrounding con-
ditions can bring a complementary knowledge for a better
contact capacity characterization.

We propose to exhibit the spatial dimension of contacts
with information about nearby contacts that are potential

sources of interference with the contact under consideration.
We define the notion of surround indicator and evaluate its
distribution using two datasets with different inherent con-
tact properties. Our preliminary analysis reveals that oppor-
tunistic networking is much more dynamic than it is tradi-
tionally handled as. Besides the intermittent characteristic
of connectivity, nodes observe huge surround variability.

2. SPATIAL DIMENSION OF CONTACTS
Let V be the set of nodes in the network and !xy be the

directional contact between x and y, with x, y ∈ V. We refer
to it as the target contact. N+

x (t) and N−
x (t) are respectively

the sets of out-neighbors and in-neighbors of node x at time
t. Loosely speaking, we define the surround indicator Sxy(t)
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Figure 2: Repartition of contacts according to the

expansion.

of the target link !xy at time t as the number of outgoing links
of all y’s in-neighbors except x :

Sxy(t) =
X

∀z∈N
−

y (t)−{x}

|N+
z (t)|. (1)

From the notation above, it becomes clear that the surround
indicator points out how many sources of interference (i.e.,
collocated contacts) might have an influence on the reception
quality of the target contact.

The surround indicator is likely to vary during the in-
terval [t1, t2], as some neighbors appear while others leave
during the contact. We propose to decompose the contact
into as many necessary sub-contacts with a stable surround
indicator. Each sub-contact represents the temporal view
of a surround. We define the expansion as the number of
sub-intervals associated to the same original contact.

This representation allows not only characterizing nei-
ghborhood density through the surround indicator, but also
to have a clue on the network dynamics. Indeed, the expan-
sion reflects the contact surround instability.

3. PRELIMINARY EVALUATION
We evaluate the spatial dimension of contacts in the In-

focom [1] and RollerNet [5] datasets. These datasets are
publicly available to the community through the Crawdad
repository [3].

Fig. 2 shows the distribution of the contacts according
to the expansion value. In RollerNet, about 50% of the
contacts have an expansion larger than 12. Similarly, in
Infocom, about 50% of the contacts have an expansion larger
than 16. Furthermore, the expansion reaches extreme values
in both cases. In RollerNet, the most instable surround
contact has an expansion equal to 173, while it reaches 1,436
in Infocom.

Fig. 3 shows the cumulative distribution function of sub-
contacts according to the surround indicator. For both data-
sets, the percentage of contacts with a null surround indi-
cator does not exceed 0.55% for RollerNet and 0.59% for
Infocom. Therefore, it is very rare that a contact happens
in an isolated environment. Moreover, in extreme cases, the
surround indicator reaches 212 in RollerNet and 378 in In-
focom. Even if the surround indicator is just an indication
of potential parallel communications, such a high number
of surrounding contacts clearly shows that some zones are
likely to have a limited number of working links, if any, due
to mutual interference (if only because of exchanged control
messages).
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Figure 3: Repartition of sub-contacts according to

the surround indicator.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this abstract, we introduce the surround indicator as a

metric to exhibit the spatial dimension of contacts in oppor-
tunistic networks. The surround indicator provides explicit
information of the environment in which contact takes place.
Our preliminary analyse on two different datasets shows that
the surrounding environment of a contacts is more dynamics
than indicated by solely contact and intercontact times.

Although the proposed metric is merely indicative, the
surround indicator can be useful in a number of research
problems. As future work, a routing protocol might decide
to avoid a path that traverses a node that has a too high
surround indicator value (thus prone to competitive flows).
Similarly, the same node might be a good starting point of
an epidemic dissemination algorithm.
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